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lJ.'he Effect of FPC-l on Used oil/Diesel
Mix·tures in Dryer wplicati ons

1. IntrQ<!31~t~Qn

r:

11any hops and mint growers in Idaho, oregon and Washingt.on are
currently usin9 No. 2 diesel fuel to fire their hops and mint
dryers. No. 2 diesel fuel currently sells for $.80-.85 per gallon
in these areas~ Used, filtered motor oil is available in this same
3 state area at a prioe of $.30-.50 per gallon, depending upon
where it is purchased, and how far it must be transported.
Consideration bas been given to burning a mixture of No. 2 diesel
and used motor oil in the hops and mint dryers in order to lower
the overall cost of fuel. The two main ooncerns of the growers in
burning used motor oil has been excess smoke and possible
oontamination of the hops and Jld-nt.
FPC-1 fuel performance cata1.yst is a combustion enhancer that
contributes to accellerated and more complete combustion of fuel.
An additional benefit of adding FPC-1 to (uel is that much less
soot and smoke are formed when the fuel is hurned. .
On July 12-13, 1992, several interested parties met at the farm of
Greg Ohendor! near Parma, Idaho for the purpose of testing FPC-1 to
determine if it would reduce the· s~oke level in various ratios of
used motor oil and NO.2 diesel fuel, when burned in a hops dryer.
Those in attendance for the test Were:

Larry Graves--CFT ldaho
Lloyd Cox--CFT Idaho
Dan Riley--cFT Idaho
Dave stewart--UHI
Derald Downing--cMc (HVAC contractor)
Ray Obendort--Hops Grower
Greg Obendorf--Hops Grower
Willie Tit~us--Electrical Contractor
Several Local naps Growers

2 • Te.st Setup
Four 55 gallon drums of f~el were prepared and taken to the test
$ite for evaluation. The composition of the four drums of fuel was
as follow6;

r Drum No. l--~OO% No. 2 diesel fuel without FPC-1 treatmont,
SpecifiC Gravity = .S20
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Drum No. 2--50% No. 2 diesel fuel/50t usad motor oil treated
with FPC-l. specific Gravity ~ .861

Drum No. 3--30% No. 2 diesel fuel/70% used motor oil treated
with FPC-l. Specific Gravity s .870

Drum No. 4--20\ No. 2 diesel fuel/BO% used motor oil treated
with FPC-l. Speciric Grnvity = .885

External sight glasses were installed in each drum in order to
observe the level in eacb drum at any given time. with this type
ot arrangement it was possible to measure the rate of drop of the
fuel level, and thus, the fuel consumption rate.
Discharge lines from the bottoms of the 4 drums were equi~ped with
individual ltalves and manifolded so that the flow of fuel to the
burner could be varied from one drum to another by simply turning
two valves.
A thermooouple probe was installed at the discbarge end or the
firebox in order to monitor the temperature of the air as it exited
the firebox. A model A"lOOlA Honeywell combustion EffiCiency
Analyzer was used to monitor temperature.

r 3. Test Procedu,[e

The discharge line from drum No. 1 containing 100% diesel fuel was
opened and the burner was ignited. The thermostat in the dryer
room was set at 150 de9rees F., and when it called for more.or less
heat trom the burner, the temperature at the discharge end of the
firebOx fluctuated in the range ot 1275-1350 de9cees F. The rate
of drop in the level of No.2 diesel in drum No. 1 was observed and
recorded over a period of time, and the fuel consumption rate was
calculated. The degree of cleanliness of the exhaust ·gases was
observed both at the discharge end of the fireboK and inside of tho
dryer room.
The discharge line from drum NO. 1 was closed and the line fro~
drum No. 2 containing the 50%/50% treatftd mixture w~s opened. The
thermostat in the dryer room was left at 150 degrees F., and, as in
the case of drum No.1, the temperature at the discharge end of the
firebox remained in the range of 1215-1350 degrees F. The degree
of cleanliness of the exhaust gases was again observed both at the
discharge end ot the firebox and inside of the dryer room.
The same procedure, as outlined above. was repeated for the 30t/70%
and the 20t/80% treated mixtures contained in drum Nos. J and 4.
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4. Test Results.
Drum No. 1

100% No. 2 Diesel
Drum No. 2

50% Diesel/50% 2il
Orum No. 3

30! Diesel/70t oil
Fuel Consumption =
27.7 gal"Lhr.

Fuel Consumption ~
24.3 ga1./hr.

Fuel Consumption e

21..6 gal.~

Dryer room temp. ~
150 degrees F.

Dryer room temp. ~
1.50 degrees F.

Dryer room temp~ ;
150 degrees F.

Visible smoke in
dryer room -- NONE

Visible smoke in
dryer room -- NONE

visible smoke in
dryer room -- NONE

When the 20t No. 2 diesel/80t used motor oil mikture in drum No. 4
was burned, smoke was visible both at the exit end of the firebox
and in the dryer. Therefore, no fuel oonsumption measurements were
taken for this l'nixture. When we reverted. back to the 30%/70%
mixture, there Was no visible smoke.
5. CQnQlusion~

A. By burning a mixture of 30% No. 2 diesel/iOt; used :mot.or
oil treated with. FPC-l fuel per!o;rmance catalyst, fuel
consumption in a Johnson burner used for dryinq bops was
reduced by 22% while maintaining a constant temperature of
150 degrees F. in the dryer room. The smoke level
observed when burning the 30%/70% mixture was no.9r~ater
then when burning 100% No.2 diesel.

B. If uaed motor oil costs $.30/gallon, and. No. 2 diesel
$.85/ gallon, a 30%/70' mixture would cost $.47/qallon.
The cost of F'PC-l to treat 1 gallon of' fuel is
approximately $.03. This hrinqs the cost of one 9allon of
30%/10% treated fuel to $.50 per gallon. aecause it
requires 22% less of the 30%/70% treated fuel to produce
the same amount of heat as 1 gallon of No. 2 diesel, thfil
equivalent cost tOl; 30%/70% treated tu,el is $.39 as
oompared to $.85 for straight No. 2 diesel.

C. If used motor oil costs $. 50/gallon I becauee of hi9h
transportation costs, and No. 2 diesel $.85/ gallon, a
30%/70% mixture would cost ~.60/gallon. The cost of FPC--l
to treat 1 gallon of fuel is approximately $.03. This
brings the cost of one gallon of 30%/10% treated fuel to
$.63/gallon. Again, beoause it requires 22% less of the
30\/70% treated fuel to produce the se-me amount of heat as
1 gallon of No. 2 diesel, the equivalent cost for 30%/70%
treated fuel is $.49 as compared to $.85 for straight No •
.2 diesel.
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O. Mr. Craig Flinders of UHIcorporation has investigated the
potential hazards of heavy met.als that are cont.ained in
uf:ea or waste motor oils. He has determined that all
waste oil must be filtered to remove heavy met.als and
other particulates according to a specific EPAst~ndard
before it can be used as a fuel oil. The BFA standard is
as follows:

Arsenic - 5 parts per nil1J. ion (ppm)
Cadmium - 10 ppm
Chromium- 2 pprn
Lead - 100 ppm
Halogens - 1000 ppm
sulfur - 1.14%

r:

Mr. nill Bowey, Laboratory Manager for Columbia
Inspection, Port.land, Oregon, is an analytical chemist who
&specializes in waste oil analysis. Mr. Boweyreports that
waste oil (or motor oil) rarely contains arsenic, oadmium
or chromium, 811d if present, these ara found in quantities
of leSls than 1 ppro. Furt.her, chromium in l\lator oil is in
an inert. form and would not react in the cOl\\bustlon
process. There is no concern over hops contamination trom
any of these elements.

Lead is found in motor oil, but again the amount minute.
Both Mr. Bowey, and Dr. was Parish, PhD Organic Chemist
report that any ~ead compound produced during combustion
would he very heavy and would flow downstrea.m to the
firebox floor and would not come into oontact with the
bops.

The hops are suspended $ome 15-20 foe~ above the ground,
and perhaps 20....30 feet f'rom the firebox. 'Given the
distance from the firebox, it would be virtually
impossible for lead compounds to reach the hops. Halogens
are hydrocarbons, much like al hydrocarbon fuels
(gasolinef diesel, fuel oil, etc.). Halogens must be
burned in order to be disposed of. Whenb\lrne.d, these ara
converted to C02 and H20, typical and harmless products of
combustion. There is no hazard to the bops from t.he
halogens.
Finally, tha sulfur content of waste oil is lOW, and
usually approximates the sulfur content of No. 2 diesel.
Whenblended with diesel, the sulfur content can be made
even lower, as are all of the above mentioned
contaminants.
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In summary, acoordio9 to qualified chemiata, the
combustion of ~ waste oil/diese.l oil blend is no more
hazardous to the hops than straight diesel.
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